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ISSUE

Metro Employees hired on or after January 1, 2013 are now subject to the Public
Employees' Pension Reform Act (PEPRA).
DISCUSSION

In 2012 the State Legislature adopted and Governor Brown signed into law the
Public Employees' Pension Reform Act of 2013 ("PEPRA"), which establishes
limits on California public employee defined benefit pension plans. Several
unions representing certain public transit employees in the State (including
employees of LACMTA) have asserted to the U.S. Department of Labor ("DOL")
that PEPRA is inconsistent with collective bargaining rights that are protected
under Section 13(c) of the Federal Transit Act. Section 13(c) requires that
employee protections must be certified by the Department of Labor before
federal transit funds can be released to a mass transit provider.
In response to Union objections to PEPRA that DOL relied upon to withhold its
certification of federal grants to California transit agencies, the State of California
and the Sacramento Regional Transit District ("SacRTD") pursued litigation
against DOL challenging their determination that PEPRA violates Section 13(c).
To free up the federal funds for California transit agencies that were blocked by
DOL, the legislature enacted AB 1222 and AB 1783 which exempted transit

employees from PEPRA pending the outcome of the PEPRA/13(c) litigation in
federal court.
On December 30, 2014, the United State District Court in Sacramento ruled that
DOL's determination that PEPRA discontinued collective bargaining rights was
arbitrary and capricious, and that DOL acted in excess of its statutory authority in
denying federal grant applications based on PEPRA. DOL has filed its notice of
appeal of that decision and thus far has not certified federal grants recently
requested by LACMT A. With the court's decision in favor of the State and
SacRTD, the exemption from PEPRA for transit employees ended on December
30, 2014 under the express terms of AB 1222 and AB 1783.
Last week, CaiPERS notified all public agency employers that, effective
December 30, 2014, all new transit employees hired on or after January 1, 2013
will be subject to PEPRA. We held internal meetings to determine steps toward
implementation. In compliance with PEPRA and CaiPERS' directive, effective
with the paycheck on April 17, we will begin to implement PEPRA, including the
collection of mandatory contributions from new employees hired on or after
January 1, 2013 who are accruing service credit in CaiPERS, i.e., most noncontract employees and those represented by AFSCME and the Teamsters.
Until now, no Metro employee who participates in CaiPERS has been required to
make contributions for their retirement benefits. Required employee
contributions will be taken pre-tax in the amount of 6.25% of wages up to
$140,424, the maximum pensionable compensation under PEPRA for new
employees. With this contribution rate, a new employee earning $140,424 or
more will be required to make contributions to CaiPERS in the amount of
$8776.50 per year.

NEXT STEPS
We will arrange to meet with the unions whose employees are not covered by
CaiPERS, i.e., SMART (formerly UTU), ATU, and TCU, in an attempt to
negotiate the changes in their pension plans that are now required by PEPRA,
and will keep the Board apprised of these negotiations.
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